
LMS Workshop on Motives, Quadratic Forms and Algebraic
Groups

Information sheet

Lecture room facilities: The room in which all talks will be held is equipped with black-
boards, a data projector (=beamer) and an overhead projector. There are two movable
screens so that people can use all the blackboard space; either projector and half the black-
board space or both projectors without needing to move screens. The data projector is
connected to a PC running Windows XP which has Acrobat Reader 7.0 and PowerPoint
2007 installed and with easily accessible USB connectors. It is also possible to connect a
laptop computer to the data projector.

Email facilities: For the duration of the workshop you will have access to 4 networked PCs
running Windows Vista that you can use for checking email etc. These will be in room 02.014
of the David Bates Building. You should log on to these machines using the username of
pmvisitor and password vista07 [that is a zero!] Because of slight incompatibilities between
our network setup and Vista, you should use Firefox as a web browser rather than Internet
Explorer. Anything that you print from these machines will be printed in room 02.007.
Sheila O’Brien (our secretary) in room 02.008 can provide access to the printers.

z Laptops: There is a small box next to the telephone (router) that you can plug your
laptop computers into in order to gain internet access. Ethernet cables are kept in the
drawer underneath. Please return them after use.

Luggage room: Room 02.034 in the David Bates Building will be available as a luggage
room on Friday 31st of August.

X Important: Queen’s University is very strict with producing receipts and reimbursement.
In your workshop bag you will find an envelope for receipts. Please keep all the receipts of
your daily purchases (bus fare, lunch, dinner, coffee, etc.) and return them to us in the
envelope.

Workshop dinner and Excursion: There will be a free Excursion on Wednesday to Giants
Causeway. We have hired a bus to take us there. We would be leaving at 1:30pm sharp.
It would take 2 hours to get to Giants Cause way. We would be there for 2 to 3 hours,
depending on the weather.

There will be an (informal) workshop dinner on Thursday. We will reserve a (nice)
restaurant. The participants will pay for themselves in the restaurant. In the registration,
please let us know whether you would be coming to the excursion and would take part in
the dinner.
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